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The perfect study companion for UNIX system professionals preparing for both Solaris 8 System Administrator exams. The book contains accurate and efficient coverage of the many new features of the Solaris 8 system including new support for Ipv6, LDAP, and DHCP, installs using Solaris Web Start, new Universal Disk Format (UDF) file system support, Network Cache and Accelerator (NCA), Solaris Print Manager, and the new Advanced Configuration and Power Interface (ACPI). In addition to the technical content, the book includes sample questions and practice tests that are much like the format of the actual exams, sections on proven test-taking strategies, helpful memory joggers, and timesaving study tips and shortcuts. 

       Study companion for UNIX system professionals preparing for both Solaris 8 System Administrator exams. Exams 310-011, and 310-012. 

In This Book You'll Learn How To:

	Install and maintain Solaris 8
	Boot and shut down a system
	Set up user accounts
	Manage hard disks
	Create and mount file systems
	Perform backups and restores
	View and control processes
	use remote connection capabilities
	Administer NFS
	Use automount and CacheFS
	Configure naming services
	Set up role-based access control
	Configure syslog
	Use JumpStart automatic installation



About the Author
 Darrell Ambro (Greensboro, NC) works for Lucent Technologies leading the technical teams and participating in the design, development, and deployment of networked computer and communications systems for the U.S. Government. He has served as a technical lead for an ongoing project with the U.S. Army using Solaris. Lucent has continued to support more than 80 of these systems worldwide as part of the initiative.
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PHP For TeensCourse Technology PTR, 2006
Don't limit the functionality of your web site! If you're ready to create interactive, dynamic pages for your site, then PHP for Teens is ready to show you how. You don't need any experience with PHP to begin. You'll learn everything you need to know along the way. The topics covered by PHP for Teens will get you up and running whether you're using...
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Essential Electronic Design Automation (EDA)Prentice Hall, 2003
Essential Electronic Design Automation  (EDA) demystifies this highly technical industry for anyone with a  "need-to-know" about EDA. A friendly, informal introduction to EDA business and  technology, clear enough for laypeople yet detailed enough for technical  readers. The book also...
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Multidimensional Time-Resolved Spectroscopy (Topics in Current Chemistry Collections)Springer, 2018

	
		The series Topics in Current Chemistry Collections presents critical reviews from the journal Topics in Current Chemistry organized in topical volumes. The scope of coverage is all areas of chemical science including the interfaces with related disciplines such as biology, medicine and materials...
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Focus On Close-Up and Macro Photography (Focus On series): Focus on the FundamentalsFocal Press, 2012

	Want to get the best out of your digital camera? Not quite sure how to capture up-close shots? Want easy to follow, expert advice on the best ways to creatively capture macro shots you can be proud of?

	

	This is your ticket to go beyond a snapshot to create a fine art print that you'll be so proud of. Macro and close-up...
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HBR's 10 Must Reads 2015: The Definitive Management Ideas of the Year from Harvard Business Review (with bonus McKinsey Award–Winning article "The Focused Leader") (HBR's 10 Must Reads)Harvard Business School, 2015

	A year’s worth of management wisdom, all in one place.


	We’ve combed through ideas, insights, and best practices from the past year of Harvard Business Review to help you get up to speed fast on the freshest, most relevant thinking driving business today. With authors from Clayton Christensen to Roger...
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Pro .NET 2.0 Code and Design Standards in C#Apress, 2005
This is not a book that tells you what you should or shouldn’t do! So, in the immortal words
of Douglas Adams (www.douglasadams.com): “Don’t Panic!” Yes, it is a book on standards, but
the standards are not presented as a set of rules; rather, they are presented and explained as
a catalog of standard practices...
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